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IntroductionIntroduction

PepeNinja token was born exclusively
for the BNB smartchain 

blockchain inspired by Pepe coin. Inu’s
have had their day. It’s time for the

most recognizable meme in the world to
take his reign as king of the memes.

PepeNinja is here to make memecoins
great 

again. Launched stealth with presale on
pinksale, no team tokens, LP burnt and
contract renounced. PepeNinja is a coin

for 
people forever. Fueled by pure memetic
power, let PepeNinja show you the way. 
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✅ BUILD A COMMUNITY DRIVEN DEFI
PROJECT

✅ EXPLOSIVE MARKETING

✅ VALUABLE CURRENCY
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7We aim to create a DeFi project which gives
power back to its community, fully community
driven and responds to the needs of its holders.
 7Use industry leading Marketing strategies to
formulate and implement the most explosive
entry to the Market DeFi has seen.
7 Support the floor and holders and aim to
increase the value of our native currency,
“PepeNinja”will be supported to increase its
value through Marketing, buybacks and burns
7 Build a Global Community with resources
tailored to suit and reflect all backgrounds and
ensure
accessibility is a key driving focus of the project.
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-Fairlaunch on Pinksale
-Launch on Pancakeswap 1hour
after presale ended
-Ownership renounced
-0% tax on Buy and Sell
-Listing on MEXC 1st week 
-Listing on Gateio first month
-And other major CEX coming
-51% of liquidity raised will be
added
and Lock 365 days
-Funds left for huge marketing and
project development
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TOKENOMICTOKENOMIC

Name : PepeNinja
Symbol : PepeNinja
Decimal : 18
Supply : 1000000000
50% Burn (25% at launch and
5% vesting montly)
20% for presale 15% for DEX
10% for CEXs and 5% for
partnerships.
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ROADMAPROADMAP



                   PHASE 1
-Launch
-Coingecko/CoinMarketCap
-Trending Bsc, Dexview, Dextool,
dexscreener, Avedex
-More than 1000 Holders
-Listing MEXC
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-Listing Gateio
-More than 10,000 Holders
-Trending Coinmarketcap,
Coingecko
-Communauty partnerships
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-Another CEX listing
-Wesite re-design
-More than 200,000 Holders
-More partnerships
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PepeNinja empowers individuals
to transcend limitations and
achieve greatness. Embrace the
transformative power of the
ninja philosophy to elevate your
personal and professional life.
Unleash your inner PepeNinja
and conquer every challenge.
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As we conclude our journey
through the world of PepeNinja,
remember that the path to mastery
is a continuous pursuit. Embrace
the teachings and embody the
spirit of the ninja in all your
endeavors. Unleash your potential
and embark on your own
PepeNinja journey.
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Thanks!Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

PepeNinja19@gmail.com
Join our social group
www.PepeNinja.info
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